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Party Boom FX. Created for audiophiles, Mi Bluetooth Speaker provides outstanding sound
quality and supports multiple music playback modes. Compatible with smartphones, tablets,
TVs, laptops and more. Lightweight and compact, Mi Bluetooth speaker weighs only g and can
be used for up to 8 hours on a full charge. Free up your hands, take calls with handsfree
support and a built-in microphone. Mi Bluetooth Speaker pauses music playback when you
receive calls. Just press the play button to transition to handsfree mode. True craftsmanship is
in the details. The smooth metal structure has undergone sandblasting, laser engraving, and
two coats of anodized oxide color, so Mi Bluetooth Speaker has a vibrant, metallic sheen. The
two built-in speaker units in the Mi Bluetooth Speaker use strong NdFeB magnets paired with
Ferrotec FRM Ferrofluid cooling technology and a black anodizing oxide aluminum alloy
diaphragm to make the music quality richer and truer. The range that Mi Bluetooth Speaker can
cover is comparable to a Hi-Fi system, allowing you to enjoy high-quality music even when
outdoors. The integrated bass radiator uses double color injection molding to reproduce
authentic sound quality for an immersive music experience. Its TPU surroundings are arranged
in a granular style for better damping. The combination of these ensures excellent treble,
midrange and bass representation. Its aluminum alloy diaphragm can withstand higher levels of
acoustic pressure to achieve crystal clear trebles. Even on low battery, Mi Bluetooth Speakers
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brilliant color. Vibrant metallic finish True craftsmanship is in the details. Big on sound, small in
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Reserved. There are too many people rushing in at the moment, please stay with us. We are
stuck! There are too many people flooding in right now, please try again soon. Tailgate parties
are the best â€” the food, booze, people, and of courseâ€¦ the music. Every decent tailgate
needs some music. In this article, we look at the best tailgate speakers so you can make the
most noise at the next tailgate party! We hope you enjoy reading our list of the best tailgate
speakers as much as we did putting it together. With one of the best batteries in any Bluetooth
speaker on the market today, the Tailgater is definitely the ultimate tailgate speaker! At over W
of power and an incredible dB of sound, there is no other speaker we have found that comes
close. There is a separate volume control and echo effect for each channel so you can really
have some fun with this tailgate speaker. The tough outer casing seems like it would survive a
few bumps, knocks, and scratches too. The highest rating is IP67, waterproof enough to 1m
submersion. Both great features. The Sylvania is also the second smallest tailgate speaker.
Both of these tailgate speakers feature a hour battery, leading the second place by 50 hours!
With one of the best batteries in any Bluetooth speaker on the market today, the ION Audio
Tailgater is definitely the ultimate tailgate speaker! Last year was an interesting year for
portable Bluetooth speakers. Some manufacturers have gone out of their way to create
products and features specifically geared toward tailgating. One of the most impressive is a
speaker which includes cup holders and a bottle opener! The overall quality of the portable
speaker is improving. There are some new startups entering the market with products which are
slightly more expensive but significantly higher quality. We are seeing more sturdy, robust
tailgate speakers with manufacturers getting creative with new features and parts. One trend
more and more manufacturers are adopting is the link feature. Some portable Bluetooth
speakers have the ability to link to another speaker of the same make and model. This then
gives you a stereo PA system with separate left and right speakers. Imagine a stereo PA system
on the back of your pick or truck with the BBQ going and dance floor out the back. Batteries are
also improving with the average battery life around hours and some as much as hours. This is
more than enough for a tailgate BBQ or, even a weekend away camping. A couple
manufacturers are even selling extra battery packs so you can purchase an extra pack and
swap the battery when it runs out. A much needed and appreciated feature. Bluetooth pairing is
quicker and easier in newer portable speaker models and most have an auto-pair feature now.
NFC pairing is also pretty standard now which makes Bluetooth pairing instantaneous. This
adds to the fun, especially for karaoke. Portable Bluetooth speakers are starting to improve
microphone pick up so we could also see some speakerphone integrations in tailgate speakers.
Speaker manufacturers realize their speakers are being used in some pretty brutal conditions
with spilling beer and splashes from the pool often killing portable speakers. More and more
tailgate speakers are coming out with waterproof ratings to protect against liquids and dust. I
think these waterproof ratings will be standard within the next few years. I think other
manufacturers will follow suit and we could see more creative tailgate speakers in the future.
Portable speaker technology is evolving fast and the speakers are getting louder and more
powerful. Some of the more powerful speakers are producing around W with one speaker
banging out an incredible dBs! This versatile speaker is extremely popular and for a good
reason! Not to mention, the product is called Tailgater, how could it not be the top pick! Most
important â€” Bluetooth. The Bluetooth connection with the Tailgater is quick and simple to
use. No waiting for a device to pair. There is a telescopic antenna on the top of the Tailgater to
pick up a better signal. This is great for announcements or even some pre-game karaoke. On
the front panel of the Tailgater is an LED display panel and controls for any paired Bluetooth
device. When a device is paired, a Bluetooth icon appears on the display, which I find useful.
The two alternatives to the standard Tailgater:. The Express is around a 3rd of the size and
delivers 20W of power. The Express is also splash proof with an IPX4 waterproof rating. This is
good enough for the odd splash from the pool or the accidental spill of a drink. At hours, the

battery life is slightly less but this is still more than most Bluetooth or tailgate speakers feature
these days. The Tailgater flash is identical to the standard Tailgater except it has an LED light
display behind the speaker grille. Great at night to add a little extra vibe but gets lost during the
day. The outer casing is rugged and will survive many bumps and scratches. The control panel
is simple, with a selector for Indoor and Outdoor mode and volume control which goes to 11!
There are also splash-resistant features for the odd beer spill. The frame is robust and will
survive most bumps and knocks. The aluminum grille is a lot stronger than any tailgater
speaker we have seen. The battery is fully charged in 3. A five-stage battery meter also allows
you to see the remaining battery life. This power does, however, come with lbs of weight. Not an
easy speaker to carry on your own. All the buttons are rubberized and sealed so no dust or
moisture can get inside. The connectors are located on the side of the speaker behind a
water-tight cap. The control panel has a button for everything â€” 18 to be exact. The buttons
are also back-lit so you can still operate the controls in poor light. The LED display indicates
selected mode, battery level, radio frequency, Bluetooth pairing status, EcoConnect status
display, and charging status. This makes it easier to see what song is playing and change
tracks or settings without picking up your phone. The Aiwa Exos-9 may look unassuming but,
with a W power output, it certainly packs a punch. The Aiwa Exos-9 features a total of 5 speaker
drivers. The frequency response of 40Hz â€” 20kHz is also impressive. This is useful if you have
the two speakers facing opposite directions. Imagine W stereo sound system on the back of
your pick-up. The Aiwa Exos-9 is a Bluetooth speaker and pairing is as easy as turning the unit
on. The Exos-9 will show up on your Bluetooth device within seconds and pairing is completed
in less than 5 seconds, simple. Once paired, the volume control on the Exos-9 controls the
volume on your device and visa versa. This makes the Exos-9 almost an extension of your
Bluetooth device which is pretty neat. The hour battery pack is removable so you can swap it
out for a fully charged battery. Additional battery packs can be purchased separately from Awia.
The Exos-9 also incorporates a power saving mode which shuts down the subwoofer and saves
battery life. Even without the subwoofer, the Exos-9 sounds impressive. The Exos-9
incorporates a 5-band graphic equalizer, controlled via the touch panel on top of the speaker.
There are four pre-programmed presets and you also have the option of creating your own by
adjusting each of the 5 bands. This portable speaker with multi-colored LED lighting will
certainly attract some attention to your tailgate party. The Outback 2 was released as the
upgrade to the Outback 1. The upgrades are targeted at tailgate enthusiasts so we HAD to
include this in our best tailgate speakers. The most noticeable difference between the Outback 1
and 2 are the two cup holders on top of the Outback 2. This is a great feature and shows ION
Audio has actually researched the market to provide features specific to the needs of
professional tailgaters. This basically means the Outback 2 is more waterproof and can handle
jets of water rather than splashes. There are two USB charge ports so you can charge a couple
of devices at the same time. There is a separate volume control for the microphone input. The
Bluetooth is auto-pairing and extremely fast. One of the fastest Bluetooth speakers on the
market. Pair it once and your Outback 2 will auto-pair to that device every time it turns on. There
is also a Bluetooth button on the Outback 2 if you need to refresh the signal. Everything is voice
prompted so you know exactly when the Outback 2 is paired. There is a built-in FM radio with 6
programmable buttons so you can save your favorite stations. Much the same a car stereo
system. Also, on the control panel is a Bass Boost button, another new feature for the Outback
2. As the name suggests, the Bass Boost amplifies the bass and volume of the Outback 2. With
its telescopic handle, sturdy wheels, and an IPX5 waterproof rating, the Outback 2 is built to
take a punishing. Not only will the Outback 2 make a good tailgate speaker, but a great music
companion for camping, the beach, pool parties and a host of other outdoor activities normal
Bluetooth speakers are afraid of. The cup holders and bottle-opener are a perfect touch for a
respectable tailgate speaker. The outer casing is made of a robust plastic which could take
being dropped. The speaker is also protected against dust and other small debris. Possibly the
coolest feature of any Bluetooth speaker. Altec Lansing is changing the game! Both of these
light effects are easily activated on the front panel with clearly labeled buttons. In the center of
the speaker is a large volume know which also lights up in red. This makes the Sylvania
ultra-portable enabling you to take this Bluetooth speaker just about anywhere. It will even fit in
a large backpack. Although small, the Sylvania looks great. There are four color options, black,
purple, silver and red. Each has the same white speaker driver which illuminates a cool blue
when turned on. There are separate bass and treble controls so you can adjust these separately
on the front panel. There is also a control panel for any paired Bluetooth device. The Sylvania
has an auto-pairing feature for Bluetooth so as soon as you switch the speaker on it is ready to
pair. The first time you pair the speaker you will need to search for the Sylvania on your phone
and connect. After you have paired once, the Sylvania will automatically pair to your Bluetooth

device every time you turn it on. For background music with you and a few friends around a
tailgate BBQ, the Sylvania is a great choice. And now, something for the ladies or, something to
attract the ladies. The On-The-Go disco ball looks pretty at night with all the colors. It will,
however, light up your tailgate party and grab some attention from passers-by. If you want to go
mobile, the On-The-Go has a set of wheels and telescopic handle so you can wheel the
On-The-Go around while playing music. You might even start a conga line and attract some new
friends. The speaker delivers 60W of power. Each input has a separate volume control and the
microphone input has an echo effect. Great for karaoke or a one-man band set up at the tailgate.
On the control panel, you can control any paired Bluetooth device. There is a USB power output
for charging phones and other devices. The On-The-Go rechargeable battery only provides for 4
hours of battery life so you might want to save this for the music. The On-The-Go is a portable
tailgate speaker with a disco ball for some fun. If you need to refresh the pairing, there is a
Bluetooth button on the front panel. A blue LED illuminates on the front panel to indicate a
device is paired. You can scan FM frequencies using the left and right arrow on the control
panel and there is a telescopic antenna to ensure you receive a decent FM signal. This feature
can be disabled by holding down the volume button. A voice prompt will let you know the NOAA
feature is off. The wedge shape aims the speaker up towards ear level from your trunk or
tailgate. Rubber feet on the bottom of the Road Rider prevents the speaker from sliding and
protect your vehicle or surface from scratches. The out casing is a high-grade plastic with no
LED or displays exposed to possible damage. Even the antenna for the FM radio is a flexible
plastic to prevent it from snapping off or kinking. The frequency response is 70 Hz â€” 20 kHz
so it does lack a little bottom-end but this will not be noticeable to the average listener. The
Road Rider has a built-in mechanism to detect when your car battery starts to get low at which
point it stops drawing power. There is a USB charger output on the top of the Road Rider so you
can charge your phone and other devices. Bluetooth is easy to sync simply by pressing the pair
button on the front of the Road Rider. Devices with NFC can simply tap the sensor on top of the
speaker for a quick and easy Bluetooth connection. The Road Rider is an excellent choice if you
are after something compact, powerful tailgate speaker. With the flexible antenna, recessed LED
display and rugged outer casing makes the Road Rider ready to take on the bumps and
scratches of being out at a tailgate party. Here are some ways to prolong the life of your tailgate
speakers. Even though most portable speakers have some form of weather or waterproofing,
you still want to make sure you clean off any spills or dust regularly. Leaving your speakers
dirty can wear down any weather coating leaving your tailgate speakers at risk. You can also
use a PC or electronics cleaner instead of a damp cloth. You can also use a can of compressed
air also used for cleaning PCs to blow any dust and debris out from behind the speaker grille.
Some rechargeable batteries can become damaged if they are left for a few months while
completely flat. This will lead to a significant loss in battery life. Overdriving a tailgate speaker
is the most common way people kill their speakers. The speaker drivers will overheat and
eventually tear or, the tweeters will burst, more commonly known as blowing a speaker.
Portable speakers are not built to be able to change the drivers so you have to purchase a new
one. If you find you are always driving your tailgate speaker too hard, maybe you need to think
about an upgrade to something with more power. One of the quickest ways to end the life of
your speaker is for it to fall off the back of the tailgate, usually knocked off by one of your
drunk, clumsy buddies. The best way around this is to secure the speaker to the back of the
pickup using a cable lock. This will also prevent your tailgate speaker from being stolen. You
can buy them on Amazon for 10 bucks which could save you hundreds. Wrap the cable lock
around the handle on the speaker and then use a fastener or lock to secure the other end to
your vehicle. You could also use a piece of rope as a cheap alternative. The speaker is safe from
falling and your drunk mate is only going to get a scolding instead of a beating. If it is raining
and you want the party to continue, use a plastic trash can liner to prevent your speaker from
getting wet. To stop the bag from vibrating, tape the excess up but leave enough at the front of
the speaker grille so that air can move around the speaker driver. This is a trick most
professional sound companies use when doing outdoor events. Most of the tailgate speakers
we have featured in this article are pretty loud. If you want to draw a crowd and get some
attention, make sure you have some decent tailgate speakers. Make sure you have charged up
your tailgate speaker the night before. With the extended batteries, we often seem to think they
go on forever. As mentioned at the beginning of this article, more and more portable speakers
give you the option to link to the same make and model to create a stereo PA system. If your
tailgate speakers start distorting, turn it down or you might blow it up. Some portable speakers
have a clip light which turns red. This lets you know when there is too much volume and you
need to pull back a bit. They get sticky and stained. Try raising the speaker off the table, tailgate
or wherever with a box or something a few inches think. What could be cooler than a DJ or

one-man-band with an acoustic guitar? You can also add some LED lights to turn your space
into a dance floor and create the ultimate tailgate experience for you and your friends. Matt is a
sound engineer and self-confessed vinyl-junkie! His work as a sound engineer includes both
live production and venue installations. While traveling the world, Matt shares his knowledge
and expertise with us! Join Our Newsletter. Best Lists
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. Matt January 1, Add comment. Our Pick! ION Audio Tailgater With one of the best batteries in
any Bluetooth speaker on the market today, the Tailgater is definitely the ultimate tailgate
speaker! Loudest Tailgate Speaker. Best Tailgate Speaker with Microphone. Best Tailgate
Speaker on Wheels. Most Rugged Tailgate Speaker. Most Waterproof Tailgate Speaker.
Cheapest Tailgate Speaker. Best Battery in a Tailgate Speaker. Best Overall Our pick. Power 50
W. Battery 50 hrs. Weight Size 9. Power W. Battery 40 hrs. Size Battery hrs. Size 7. Explorer
Outback 2 Power lead Microphone with mic cable. Battery 24 hrs. Power 6 W. Battery 10 hrs.
Weight 3. Power 60 W. Battery 4 hrs. Tip 3 â€” Go Stereo As mentioned at the beginning of this
article, more and more portable speakers give you the option to link to the same make and
model to create a stereo PA system. Tip 6 â€” Entertain What could be cooler than a DJ or
one-man-band with an acoustic guitar? Related articles. Oct Rebecka Lundqvist. Aug Jun

